March 18, 2016

Four Year Public Sector End of Year Report

Per a request to follow-up on discussion during the sector meeting during the spring 2015 conference sent out an email on April 23rd asking “What is PeopleSoft not doing currently but you would like to see it do?” **Received no response emails**

Sent email on September 22, 2015 inquiring if there was anything that in our sector that needed to shared/taken to the board. **Received no response emails.**

Sent email on March 16, 2016 inquiring if there was anything that in our sector that needed to shared/taken to the board.

Received two items for discussion during the sector meetings:

1) How do institutions record or account for the 529 college savings plans
2) LB726 and the high possibility that it will pass. LB726 will require an annual loan disclosure to be sent out to students. The disclosure would include how much the student has borrowed, what loan repayment will be, and projected future pay off amount. If LB726 passes, it would become effective in the 17/18 year. The first debate will happen on 3/18.

Respectfully Submitted,

Becca Dobry
Four Year Public Sector Representative